GE Healthcare Surgery Imagings online Virtual Apprenticeship pilot project

Start Date : March 12th, 2018

GE Healthcare is working with Tethys Engineering to pilot a new and exciting apprenticeship program for engineering students. In order to address its growing needs for competitive benchmarking, GE has decided to work closely with a group of students and experts in order to develop a detailed analysis of several competitive products. Although the teardown activities will require periodic presence in GE’s Salt Lake City facility, the vast majority of the work will be done online by the participating students on the components, sub-systems and eventually the entire competitive products.

If you are interested please contact Gurudath or Frederic immediately.

Contacts:

Gurudath S. Narayan
Tethys Engineering
Cell : 248.884.5401
email : guru@ebtran.com

Frederic Ramioulle
Tethys Engineering
Cell : +1 602 206 1565
email : frederic@tethysengineering.com